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Chapter 3861: scheme 

Chen Xiaobei,”my plan is very simple!” Another scheme of a snipe and a clam fighting! Let the clan of 

enlightenment and the Western religious sect fight! 

Yang Shu,”how … How is this possible?” (Puzzled no matter how he thought about it) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I have the nine tunes holy river formation that Guangchengzi dreamed of. I also have the 

Sutra of the future that everyone below the Saint level in the Western religious sect dreams of!  

Chen Xiaobei: ” I just need to tell Guang Chengzi that I can exchange the nine tunes holy river formation 

with the head of a Buddha from the Western religious sect!  Then, he would tell Maitreya that he could 

exchange the head of one of the twelve golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment for the Sutra of 

the future! Think about it, what kind of situation will it be? 

[ Yang Jian: humans die for wealth, birds die for food! ] Once both sides were blinded by greed and 

started fighting, it would be a situation where they would fight to the death! 

Chen Xiaobei: When they start fighting, I’ll find an opportunity to take them all out! 

Yang Jian thought, this is indeed a brilliant plan! But, bro bei … You’re known as the most unscrupulous 

merchant in the Three Realms! Guangchengzi and Maitreya Buddha are both intelligent people. They 

can’t believe you! 

Chen Xiaobei-of course I’m not going to talk to them with my real face! Did you forget that after I killed 

Hongyun, his communication jade talisman also fell into my hands? 

Yang Shu thought, what a brilliant plan! This move was too amazing! In the Three Realms, no one knows 

that Hongyun is dead except for our own people! Furthermore, Hongyun had always been known as the 

most kind person in the Three Realms. In the eyes of others, he would not lie! 

[ as long as bro bei makes some arrangements, he can definitely gain the trust of Guangchengzi and 

Maitreya Buddha. As long as he can incite their greed and ambition, he can definitely make them 

secretly have evil intentions! ] A Deathmatch was triggered at the first touch! 

Chen Xiaobei: Therefore, from now on, you must be more careful. If you encounter danger, run away 

immediately. Don’t risk your life to fight with the Western religious sect! 

Yang Shu: At that time, I’ll hide in the dark and ambush him when I have the chance! Regardless of 

whether it was the clan of enlightenment or the Western religious sect, he would knock them down one 

by one! If there were two, knock a pair! 

Chen Xiaobei: You’ve become bad so quickly! 

Yang Shu thought,”the world should be fair! They’re allowed to be bad, but I’m not? 

“Haha … It seems like you’ve finally understood!” With such thoughts, you have a high chance of 

becoming the number two profiteering merchant of the Three Realms! 
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[ then, I’ll count on bro bei’s words! ] They were just waiting to scam them! 

[ but, bro bei, I still have something important to tell you! ] This matter might affect your plans! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Yang Jian,”this time, three of the 12 golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment came!” 

Guangchengzi, ju liusun, and immortal Yuding! Immortal Yuding is my master! If it wasn’t for him, I 

wouldn’t be who I am today! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” you mean you want to protect perfected Yu Ding? ” 

[ yes … Bro bei, please help me find a way out for my master! ] Yang Shu replied. He only had a one-star 

Saint weapon, the demon slaying sword, in his hand. He was afraid that he had no chance of winning 

against the Buddha of the Western religious sect! If they really fought to the death, master would 

probably be in deep trouble! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” hmm … This will change my plans … Give me some time to think about it!  

[ I know. This will put bro bei in a difficult position! ] However, master has given me a new life, and I 

really don’t want to see anything happen to him! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” if you persuade him to join bei Xuan faction, will he agree? ” 

Yang Jian,”I’m afraid not … Master is loyal to the clan of enlightenment and will not have any thoughts 

of rebellion. Otherwise, master would have helped me save my mother after so many years!” 

Chen Xiaobei-if that’s the case, I guess I’ll have to use force! Find an opportunity to lure him to an empty 

enemy. I’ll use the northern Mystic Saint-naming scroll to seal him up and lock him up for now. We’ll talk 

about peace later! 

Yang Xiao thought,”if there’s no other way, this is the only way … Sealing master is actually to protect 

him …” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” of course! Before you lure him out, you’ll have to think of a way to control your Sifu’s 

God-slaying sword!  If he had a Saint weapon, the beixuan Saint-sealing painting wouldn’t have been 

able to trap him! 

Yang Shu: I will try my best to think of a way! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” then, when you’ve decided on the time and place, let me know in advance. I’ll set up an 

ambush there. I’ll try my best to win in one hit!  

Yang Shu, understood! I will inform you in advance! 

Then, the two of them ended the private chat. 

Chen Xiaobei then took out Hongyun’s communication jade talisman and contacted Guangchengzi. 

After the high-level meeting of the clan of enlightenment, Guangchengzi seemed to have nothing to do, 

so he immediately replied. 



Guangchengzi, brother Hongyun? You’re still alive! There were rumors that you died in the netherworld, 

but I didn’t believe it back then! As expected, I was right! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” that’s right! It’s all thanks to zhenyuanzi who saved me at the critical moment. 

Otherwise, I might have died in the netherworld!  

Guangchengzi,”how is it?” Have you recovered from your injuries and cultivation over the years? I heard 

that after you were ambushed by the kun Peng, you were only left with a remnant soul! In the 

netherworld, he was tortured by the netherworld River! Even if zhenyuanzi saved you, you’re still a 

piece of trash! 

He was the leader of the 12 golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment! This Guangchengzi was 

really arrogant! No matter what, Hongyun was still his elder! He was so disrespectful, as if he was 

lecturing a junior! He didn’t show any mercy at all! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ll leave my cultivation and injuries to you. I have a deal to discuss with you today!  

Guangchengzi,”business?” Heh, I’m very busy right now, I don’t have time to talk business with trash! 

Chen Xiaobei: Even if this deal involves the nine tunes holy river formation, you still don’t want to talk 

about it? 

Guangchengzi,”what did you say?” The “nine tunes holy river formation”? You’re not joking, are you? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” think about it. You’re in the Hong Meng Demon Realm. If I can contact you, that means 

I’m in the Hong Meng Demon Realm too!  If it was just a joke, do you think I would go through so much 

trouble? 

Guangchengzi,”well, you do have a point!” Trash like you, it’s impossible that you came to the Hong 

Meng Demon Realm to seek death. You must have your own plans! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” so, are you going to talk about this deal or not? ” 

Guangchengzi,”of course!” Speak, you want to explain? What can you give me? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I can give you the complete nine tunes holy river formation. What I want is the life of a 

Buddha from the Western religious sect!  And the Saint artifact in his hand! 

Guangchengzi,”you seem to have lost this deal, right?”  I know all three of them. The strongest Saint 

weapon they have is Maitreya’s two-star Saint weapon, the universe heavenly Pearl. It can’t even 

compare to the nine tunes holy river formation! 

Chen Xiaobei: Moreover, it was the Western religious sect that caused me to lose my position as a Sage! 

For the sake of revenge, what’s wrong with me suffering a little loss? 

Guangchengzi,”you call killing a Buddha as revenge?” Heh, should I say you’re naive? Or should I say that 

you’re stupid? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I have my own plan. You just have to answer me. Agree or disagree!  
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3862 Check it out 

Guangchengzi,”if you really have the formation map of the nine tunes holy river formation, I’ll definitely 

agree to this deal!” But How do I know if you’re lying to me? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I, Red Cloud Grandmaster, have always been a righteous person. When have I ever lied 

to anyone? ” If you don’t believe me, then just take it that I didn’t say anything today! 

Guangchengzi,”don’t worry!” If you want me to believe you, you should at least have some evidence, 

right? 

Guangchengzi,”although I believe in your character, and I also believe that you don’t have the guts to lie 

to me!” However, without any guarantee, I’m afraid I won’t have any motivation to help you kill! 

Chen Xiaobei,”what kind of insurance do you want?” Even if I lied to you! This is the Hong Meng Demon 

Realm. If you exterminate the Western religious sect, won’t all the benefits go to you? You won’t lose 

out at all! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” besides, the outside world doesn’t even know. When you leave the Hong Meng Demon 

Realm, the Western religious sect won’t have any evidence to take revenge on you!  You’ve earned a lot 

of money, and you can still get away with it, isn’t that great? 

Guangchengzi,”don’t talk about those useless things!” The best thing the Western religious sect had was 

the Maitreya Buddha’s cosmic heavenly Pearl! My chaos essence golden Dipper is at the same level as 

them, so why do I have to kill them and Rob them? Did he have nothing better to do? 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’looks like you won’t let go until you see the rabbit!’ Good! I’ll give you evidence! 

Make the decision to Rob them! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out the nine tunes holy river formation map, took a picture of a corner, 

and sent it to Guangchengzi. 

Guangchengzi, Oh my God! This is real! The real nine tunes holy river formation! Where did you get it 

from? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” cut the crap, okay? ” Whether I’m buying or not, you better give me a definite answer! 

Guangchengzi: Why not? Just you wait! I will help you kill a Buddha as soon as possible! 

Chen Xiaobei, don’t forget, his storage bracelet is mine too! 

Guangchengzi,”no problem!” Just wait for the good news! Of course, you have to set a time and place. 

After I get it, I’ll come and trade with you! (Can’t wait) 

Chen Xiaobei, you go first! Come and ask me after you’ve succeeded! 

Guangchengzi,”that works too!” Then it’s a deal! (Extremely urgent) 

Obviously, Guangchengzi had been completely hooked! 

Of course, this was not surprising. Chen Xiaobei seemed to be having a casual chat with him, but in their 

chat, he had told Guangchengzi the pros and cons of the whole thing. 



For Guangchengzi, it would only be good for him to exterminate the Western religious sect. 

The difference was that if Chen Xiaobei lied to him, he would get all the resources that the Western 

religious sect had! 

But if Chen Xiaobei was not lying to him, then he would have obtained the formation map of the nine 

winding holy river formation. With the chaos element golden Dipper, he could unleash the power of a 

five star true Saint! 

At that time, there would be very few people below the heavenly path Sage who could compete with 

him! 

He could even use this opportunity to be on the same level as the burning lamp Daoist and become the 

new Deputy sect master of the clan of enlightenment! 

One could imagine how tempting the formation map of the nine tunes holy river formation was to 

Guangchengzi! No matter how firm his Dao heart was, he would not be able to resist! 

Moreover, his Dao heart had always been to constantly pursue greater strength! Desire and Dao heart 

did not conflict, which made him even more determined! 

Taking ten thousand steps back, the immeasurable catastrophe was approaching. Everyone was doing 

whatever it took to survive. Even if it went against their Dao heart, they would still do it! 

Because of all these reasons, Guangchengzi was determined to go to war with the Western religious 

sect! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei used Hongyun’s communication jade talisman to contact the Maitreya Buddha 

of the Western religious sect. 

His words were not much different from what he had said to Guangchengzi just now. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also sent a few sentences of the future Sutra as evidence. 

Maitreya’s reaction was exactly the same as Guangchengzi’S. He was so excited that he was already 

rubbing his hands and ready to take action at any time. 

“It’s done!” 

Chen Xiaobei put away Hongyun’s jade talisman, his face full of confidence. 

This plan would definitely work. All he had to do now was to wait for the chanism and the Western 

religious sect to fight each other. Then, Chen Xiaobei would take the opportunity to strike and reap the 

benefits! 

“Of course, other than these two, I still have to think about the nine-colored Qilin! This guy is hiding in 

the dark, I can’t grasp his movements at all! Moreover, Saint Cundi did not have any plans against the 

nine-colored Qilin! Therefore, this guy is very likely to become the biggest variable!” 

“More importantly, the nine-colored Kirin won’t act alone. He’ll definitely have helpers by his side! It 

might be some of his allies! It could also be his reincarnation as an ancient immortal! There was 



definitely no mediocre person! Once they work together, I’m afraid they can rival Guangchengzi and 

Maitreya!” 

As happy as he was, Chen Xiaobei’s mind was still very calm. He would not let his guard down. 

“There’s another important matter!” 

 Saint zhunti once mentioned that the Western religious sect has brought two reincarnated ancient 

Celestials. One of them is Emperor Jun of the West!  The other was the ancestral wizard Xuan Ming! 

Emperor Jun is Taiyi’s brother, and Xuan Ming is the 11th sister of the twelve ancestors of Sorcery!” 

 whether it’s Emperor Jun or xuanming, I must protect them. I can’t let them be affected when 

Guangchengzi and Maitreya start the war. Otherwise, how can I face Taiyi and the twelve ancestors of 

sorcery? ” 

“However, Emperor Jun and Xuan Ming have ascended for a long time and are being trained by the 

Western religious sect. They even have the possibility of becoming saints! They’re definitely not weak, 

and with some hidden trump cards, I might not be able to take them down so easily!” 

“Especially the mysterious underworld is a big problem! She controlled the laws of destruction! 

Moreover, it was a Saint-level law of the great world! Perhaps even the northern Mystic Saint-sealing 

painting wouldn’t be able to seal her! So, I have to think of another way!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had managed to settle a scheme, but it was only a small part of the grand 

scheme of things in the Hong Meng Demon Realm. 

If he wanted to solve all the problems perfectly, Chen Xiaobei would have to put in a lot more effort and 

effort! 

Of course, since Chen Xiaobei was already here, no matter how difficult the problem was, he would be 

able to solve it! 

Furthermore, even if Chen Xiaobei could not solve all the problems, he still had Cundi’s tree of Seven 

Wonders at the crucial moment! 

With this ultimate Saint item, even if a heavenly path Saint were to come, Chen Xiaobei would not be 

afraid to face him head on! 

“Oh right! I have to take a look at the tree of Seven Wonders first! The amount of spiritual Qi this thing 

needed to activate once was unimaginable. It probably required thousands of Saint level spiritual veins! 

It’d be awkward if I don’t have spiritual energy when I use it!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly took out the tree of Seven Wonders. 
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Although this magic weapon was called the magical tree of seven treasures, it was not a tree. It was 

made by Taoist Cundi with the original body of the Western gengjin Bodhi alloy, silver, colored glass, and 

other seven treasures. It was Taoist Cundi’s magical instrument of proving the way. 
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Its full name was the magical tree of seven treasures staff! 

Just like its name, this magic weapon was like the seven treasures of Buddhism, shining with brilliant 

lights and colors. At the same time, the upper part was like a branch of a dead tree, and the lower part 

was a staff that could be held. 

Holding it in his hand, Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel a vast and endless pressure! 

However, this pressure was still very friendly to Chen Xiaobei! 

The tree of Seven Wonders was already sentient and had a consciousness of its own. It knew that its 

mission was to help Chen Xiaobei! 

If that was not the case, the tree of Seven Wonders would not even need to activate its power. Just the 

spiritual fluctuations it released would be enough to crush Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind and make him 

collapse! 

It was a peak Saint weapon after all! 

In the universe, the number of magical treasures of this level could be counted with one’s fingers. They 

were countless times rarer than Phoenix Feathers and Qilin horns! 

“Sage Cundi is very reliable! Among the trees of Seven Wonders, one of them was filled with spiritual Qi 

and could be activated ten times! It’s enough for me to do as I please in the Hong Meng Demon Realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei heaved a sigh of relief. He quickly kept the tree of Seven Wonders and said, ”  however, I 

can’t use this magic weapon unless it’s the last resort. Otherwise, I’ll only implicate Sage Cundi!  

“Now, my master and mother Nuwa are imprisoned, and only Sage zhunti can help me calculate some 

things. If something happens to him again, I’ll be completely isolated and without help! We must be 

extremely cautious!” 

 bro bei!!!  

At this moment, donghuang Taiyi immediately flew over from the distance, his voice was filled with 

shock. 

When Chen Xiaobei was chatting with the others, Taiyi was watching from a distance while he observed 

and realized something. 

“What’s wrong? Is there an enemy?” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately turned to look at him. After all, Taiyi had always been calm and collected. 

Something big must have happened for him to be so shocked! 

“No! They’re not enemies!” 

Taiyi flew over and said in surprise and joy, ” “I can sense the energy of the great heavenly cycle star 

formation! We have the book of Luo and the river diagram in our hands. As long as we rebuild this 

formation, we can unleash the power of a Seven Star Saint!” 

“This is great!” 



 yes!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” Saint zhunti asked about it and brought you to Hong Meng Demon Realm. As 

long as you find the ruins of the ancient demon heavenly court, you will have a chance to rebuild the 

cosmic stars formation!  But I didn’t expect this formation to be so powerful!” 

“Of course!” 

“The great heavenly cycle star formation of the demon heavenly court is the same as the Wu tribe’s 

twelve divine beings killing formation. They are both Seven Star true sages!” Back then, he could even 

challenge Saints!” 

“Awesome!” Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. 

Of course, it was precisely because the ancient demon tribe and the Wu tribe were too powerful that 

they posed a threat to the heavenly Dao and eventually led to the extermination of their tribes! 

“Bro bei!” 

“Should we go to the ruins of the ancient heavenly court now?” Taiyi asked impatiently. I can already 

sense the precise location!” 

“No rush! I want to find Lingshi and Xuan Xin first!” 

 I’ll go to the ruins of the ancient heavenly court later. After all, the restoration of the formation can’t be 

completed in a short time!  Chen Xiaobei said. In fact, we won’t even have time to repair the formation 

by the end of this operation!” 

 well, that’s true …  great certainty composed himself and said, ” “This formation is extremely 

complicated. There are ninety-eight thousand formation eyes alone! It really can’t be repaired so 

easily!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei had Taiyi enter the Meru space as well. As for himself, he carefully avoided the 

enemy’s eyes and ears and headed to the foot of the mountain to the North of Mount calming. 

After contacting them, Yan Lingshi and Liu xuanxin quickly came out of a cave and brought Chen Xiaobei 

into it. 

After lady Nuwa’s promotion, Yan Lingshi and Liu xuanxin’s strength had increased significantly. 

At this moment, Yan Lingshi could already use her primordial Spirit’s special ability to release the 

primordial violet vapor to envelop the small cave! 

Because of this, although many enemies were searching the mountain, they never noticed the cave, let 

alone know that there was a living person hiding in the cave. 

Chen Xiaobei, Yan Lingshi, and Liu xuanxin had already confirmed their relationship. Absence makes the 

heart grow fonder. They chatted for a long time before they finally got down to business! 

“Lingshi! Don’t move!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and put on a serious face. 

“What’s wrong?” 



Yan Lingshi was puzzled. Everything was fine just now. Why did Chen Xiaobei suddenly become so 

serious? He even seemed a little nervous! 

Liu xuanxin’s face was filled with confusion. She did not understand what Chen Xiaobei was trying to do. 

“Strip!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated his Dharmakaya’s special ability and released a special red light, which enveloped 

Yan Lingshi. 

It was obvious that this special ability had been obtained after devouring the demonic Fire Red Lotus 

imprint. Only the heavenly Dao had the ability to control the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint! 

“Chi …” 

Very quickly, the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark in Yan Lingshi’s body was stripped out of her chest. It fell 

into Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was using a thick layer of celestial core power to wrap around the demonic Fire 

Red Lotus mark, not daring to touch it. 

Don’t forget that the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint was something of the heavenly Dao. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei touched it, the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus would sense the aura of the 

heavenly Dao and immediately resist. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had inherited the ancestral Saint Pangu’s bloodline. The will of the 

ancestral Saint had been integrated into his own divine essence. 

The aura of the heavenly Dao and Pan Gu’s will were like fire and water. Even if the Lotus didn’t resist, 

the will of Pan Gu wouldn’t accept the aura of the heavenly Dao. It would resist the demonic Fire Red 

Lotus seal! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had experience. As long as he isolated the heavenly path aura, it would not cause 

the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus and the ancestral saint’s will to resist! 

“Heavens! Xiaobei! How … How did you do that?” 

What were Yan Lingshi and Liu xuanxin looking at? 

Before they had set off, mother Nuwa had told them some hidden information about the demonic Fire 

Red Lotus imprint. 

This included the fact that only the heavenly Dao could control this kind of mark. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei could control it! Could it be that Chen Xiaobei was already on the same level as 

the heavenly axiom? 

This was really too shocking! 

“It’s a long story, I’ll explain it to you later! I have more important things to do now!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the heaven and earth smelt and the beixuan Saint bestowment painting! 
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Under Yan Lingshi and Liu xuanxin’s shocked gazes, Chen Xiaobei merged the demonic Fire Red Lotus 

seal with the beixuan Saint-sealing scroll. 

This was already the third demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint that had been integrated into the picture! 

Previously, the beixuan Saint-sealing painting could seal a half-step true sage. Now, it could seal a one-

star true sage! 

Of course, in the universe, there was no one at the level of a one-star true sage. 

Therefore, this level up was not enough for Chen Xiaobei to fight against any heavenly path Saint. 

However, this was not without gains! 

At least, this upgrade had helped Chen Xiaobei solve a problem that he was worried about a moment 

ago! 

That was to seal the ancestral wizard Xuan Ming! 

One had to know that the mysterious underworld being controlled the nomological laws of a Saint-level 

great world, the nomological laws of destruction! 

The original ‘beixuan Saint-sealing painting’ would be destroyed by the laws of the xuanming, and it 

wouldn’t be able to trap her at all. It might even let the gods in the heavenly court escape. 

However, everything was different now! 

Although the destruction laws of the mysterious underworld and the seal on the ‘Northern Mystic Saint-

naming scroll’ were both one star Saints, the core of the seal on the ‘Northern Mystic Saint-naming 

scroll’ was the demonic Fire Red Lotus seal, which was beyond the Saint level! 

Therefore, this seal was stronger than the xuanming seal when they were at the same level! 

Or to put it more directly, anyone below the peak of the true sage realm would be invincible with the 

northern Mystic Saint bestowment scroll! 

Therefore, the mysterious underworld’s problem had been solved. 

Once he saw xuanming and dijun, Chen Xiaobei could capture them into the map with a flip of his hand. 

In addition, the three demonic Fire Red Lotus Imprints were all in independent spaces within the map. 

The aura of the heavenly Dao would not be released, and thus would not be rejected by the will of the 

ancestral Saint Pangu. 

“Xiaobei! What’s going on?” 

Liu xuanxin and Yan Lingshi were both very curious, and they kept staring at Chen Xiaobei. 

Now that the problem had been solved, Chen Xiaobei could slowly calm down and explain to them. 
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“Because I’ve once devoured a demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint, my avatar has activated the heavenly 

Dao’s unique ability to control the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint! Therefore, I can freely strip off the 

demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” if I want to, I can also give the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark to anyone 

or anything! However, if I can control it, so can the heavenly Dao! Therefore, it’s best if you don’t place 

the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint anywhere else. It’s the best choice to leave it in my hands!” 

 but …  Yan Lingshi thought for a moment, then said, ” “The demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint can explode 

with power that surpasses the Saint level! Wouldn’t it be a waste to use it to seal the enemy?” 

 it’s a bit of a waste, but I haven’t thought of a good idea yet …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Can we do this?” 

Yan Lingshi’s beautiful eyes turned like a little Fox’s. She said wisely,”Find a scapegoat and place the 

demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint on him! If the enemy didn’t know and killed this scapegoat, he would 

immediately suffer a counterattack that surpassed the power of a Saint! If you use it well, you can even 

kill a peak true divine!” 

Others might not understand the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark, but Yan Lingshi understood it all too 

well! 

In his previous life, the little fox on earth had activated the power of the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark 

before she died! 

At that time, because the enemy’s strength was not strong, the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint did not 

fully erupt! Otherwise, the entire earth, or even the entire solar system, would be affected! 

This was actually a self-preservation mechanism of the heavenly Dao. 

Otherwise, if the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint exploded with all its power every time, not to mention 

earth, even the heaven realm wouldn’t be able to stand it. 

All the living beings in the universe were the source of power for the heavenly Dao. Just like rearing pigs, 

if the heavenly Dao wanted to eat pork, it had to protect all the pigs. 

The second possibility was that Yan Lingshi had risked her life to protect Chen Xiaobei by activating the 

demonic Fire Red Lotus Mark’s power. 

Fortunately, Yan Lingshi had turned into a demon from primordial violet Qi, and her primordial Spirit’s 

special ability was rebirth! 

That was why she was alive again! 

These two experiences had already proven that the method to activate the hidden power of the 

demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint was to kill the person bearing the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint! 

Furthermore, as the enemy became stronger, the power of the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint would 

also become stronger! 



The third and most important point was that little Daji in her first life was a jinx released by the way of 

heaven to stir up chaos in the world. Goddess nüwa had personally confirmed that if the situation had 

gone out of control at that time, the demonic Fire Red Lotus seal might have even directly killed 

honored Lord of the origin and sect leader Tongtian! 

Fortunately, the two senior sectmasters were both injured in the battle and could no longer threaten 

the heavenly Dao, so they managed to keep their lives. 

In summary, Yan Lingshi’s plan of finding a scapegoat was completely feasible! In fact, it could even kill a 

heavenly path Saint! 

“That’s a good idea! I will definitely consider it in the future!” 

 but, for now, I need to imprison the Grand Wizard Xuan Ming. After I kill her master and return her 

freedom, I can consider extracting another demonic Fire Red Lotus seal and placing it on one of the 

scapegoats!  

“Actually, I’ve thought of a pretty good candidate!” 

Yan Lingshi smiled slyly and said,”why don’t we kill Xia Yilian first?” Let her be the scapegoat! This 

woman is extremely ambitious. She’s already a peak quasi-Sage and will set her sights on a true sage 

sooner or later!” 

“I was thinking the same thing as you!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and laughed evilly, ” “Actually, Xia Yilian has already formed an alliance 

with the clan of enlightenment. Her goal is to join the clan of enlightenment and become the disciple of 

the primordial old thief! With Xia Yilian’s character, she will scheme against the old primordial thief 

sooner or later!” 

“That’s great!” 

Yan Lingshi said excitedly,”with Xia Yilian’s ability, she most likely can’t win against that old primordial 

thief!” However, Xiaobei, if you give her the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark, the power of the demonic 

Fire Red Lotus mark will be enough to kill the old primordial thief!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and smiled evilly, ” “Hehe! This isn’t a dog-eat-dog fight anymore, but 

a dog-eat-dog fight! Two dead dogs!” 

Yan Lingshi also smiled slyly. 

“Sigh … Are you two vixens? He’s really too Black-bellied!” The more Liu xuanxin listened, the more 

shocked she became. 

“I’m a Fox, but a certain someone is much more Black-bellied than a Fox!” Yan Lingshi gave Chen Xiaobei 

a meaningful look. Obviously, she was talking about a certain Chen. 

“Cough cough …” 



Chen Xiaobei was a little embarrassed. He quickly stopped smiling and changed the topic.  by the way, 

Lingshi, I remember you mentioned before that you could vaguely sense the whereabouts of other 

primordial violet vapor. Is that true? ” 

“Yes, I am.” 

Yan Lingshi nodded and said,”I’ve been to the heaven realm before, and I could sense the location of 

more than ten primordial violet vapor!” In addition, mother Nuwa also told me something of utmost 

importance!” 
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what’s the matter!?  

Chen Xiaobei was very curious and quickly asked. 

 there were fifty primordial violet vapor in the world at the beginning. The way of heaven obtained 

forty-nine of them. One of them escaped, and I am the one who escaped!  

Yan Lingshi said,”as long as I’m in the same world, I can sense the location of the other primordial violet 

vapor!” Not even the heavenly path sages or the heavenly path can divine these locations!” 

“Good! This is great!” 

Chen Xiaobei was excited, ” “Right now, primordial chaos itself is one of the most, most important things 

to me! It can help me to cultivate the howlsky Purple Lotus! This is my core trump card. Once the Lotus 

bloomed, my strength would be enough to threaten the heavenly Dao!” 

“Really!” 

Yan Lingshi and Liu xuanxin were both shocked. They could not believe their ears. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so powerful that he was ready to fight against the heavenly axiom. 

“Of course it’s true!” 

 let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei said.  once we get the bell of the East Emperor, we’ll go back to heaven and 

search for the body of the ancestral wizard and the Hong Meng purple Qi!  The corpse of the Grand 

Wizard and the bell of the East Emperor can allow me to prove my Dao with my strength! If you use your 

strength to become a saint, you won’t be controlled by the heavenly Dao!” 

“After that, the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus will bloom. With the fingerprint of the ancestral Saint 

Pangu’s will, it might give me new inspiration and give me the chance to break through the limits of a 

Saint and reach the realm of a Dao ancestor! He might even reach the realm of the heavenly Dao!” 

This was what Chen Xiaobei could see. 

When he thought about how the ancestral Saint Pangu grew up, Chen Xiaobei actually had other 

thoughts. 
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Was it possible that the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus, like the chaos Green Lotus, would bring Chen 

Xiaobei to another world that was not controlled by the heavenly axiom? 

Don’t forget that the chaos Green Lotus had brought the ancestral Saint Pangu to another world. It was 

there that the ancestral Saint Pangu had the strength to rival the heavenly Dao. It was also there that he 

had found the Pangu axe! 

Chen Xiaobei’s thoughts expanded even further! 

In that great thousand world, could there be an existence that was more powerful than the heavenly 

way? 

The answer should be yes! 

It was precisely because there were stronger existences that the heavenly Dao didn’t dare to kill sect 

leader Tongtian and mother Nuwa. He had to preserve his strength at all times to avoid being defeated 

by others! 

It was also because there were even more powerful existences that the heavenly axiom had no choice 

but to protect the ‘pigs’ it reared and continue to absorb energy! 

There was even a possibility that the heavenly Dao was working for an even more powerful existence! 

Of course, all of this was just Chen Xiaobei’s guess. Chen Xiaobei still needed to figure out how it would 

turn out! 

Ding! Yang Jian has sent you a private message! 

Suddenly, the sound of the Jade talisman interrupted Chen Xiaobei’s thoughts. 

Yang Shu: I’ve already settled my master! After an hour, I’ll lead him to mo yuanze at the southern end 

of the highest plane in Hong Meng Demon Realm. It’s far away from zhenshi mountain and there aren’t 

many people around. Even if there’s a big commotion, it won’t alert the enemy! 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll rush over now! Also, have you taken care of your master’s God-slaying sword? He had 

a Saint artifact, so there might be some trouble! 

Yang Shuo: ” bro bei, don’t worry. When we get there, I’ll find a way to borrow the sword. Then, I’ll keep 

it in my Xu mi space.  Bro bei will come out when I succeed. This way, it’ll be foolproof! 

Chen Xiaobei: Then it’s decided! Let’s split up and set off now! 

After exiting the private chat, Chen Xiaobei had Yan Lingshi and Liu xuanxin enter the Meru space. Then, 

he rushed over. 

According to the plan, Chen Xiaobei had arrived near mo yuanze a while earlier. 

After that, he would find a place to hide. 

This mo Yuan ze was a Black Swamp as huge as the sea. As Yang Jian said, there was no one around, so it 

was indeed the best place for a secret operation. 

However, the malevolent Qi here was too heavy. It was probably not as simple as a swamp. 



Chen Xiaobei could even feel that there was a special spiritual force in the swamp. Even a perfected 

golden immortal might not be able to get out! 

This explained the yin Qi. 

It was unknown how many lives this huge mo yuanze had devoured and how many wandering ghosts 

had been hosted in it. It was a bit strange that the evil Qi was not strong. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

Soon, Yang Jian and another white-robed old man arrived at the scene. 

Obviously, this old man was Yang Jian’s master, immortal Yu Ding, one of the twelve golden Immortals 

of the clan of enlightenment! 

Among the 12 golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment, immortal Yu Ding, like Guang Chengzi, 

had great talents and were likely to be recognized by the way of heaven and become a saint directly. 

Therefore, they had all come to the Hong Meng Demon Realm to try to subdue the bell of chaos. 

However, unlike Guangchengzi, immortal Yu Ding did not have too much ambition. He exuded a kind of 

carefreeness and a natural, amiable air. 

Even if he had a chance to become a saint, immortal Yu Ding was not very enthusiastic. He was 

completely leaving everything to fate. 

“Erlang …” 

Immortal Yu Ding looked around and said calmly, ” “You asked me to come here to find clues, but there 

is only a vast swamp here. Where can I find any clues about the bell of chaos? Let’s go back and let 

someone else look for him!” 

It was obvious that immortal Yu Ding really didn’t care much about the bell of chaos. 

If it wasn’t for Yang Jian’s coaxing and pestering, he probably wouldn’t even want to come. 

“Master, please wait!” 

“This is a good opportunity!” Yang Jian hurriedly said. Don’t give up, master!” 

“There are no outsiders here, no eyes or ears, so master will be direct with you!” 

Immortal Yu Ding said indifferently,”do you think we can get the bell of chaos just because we’ve found 

the clues?” Do you think Guangchengzi is a vegetarian?” 

“That’s right!” Yang Jian hurriedly said. Guangchengzi was indeed very ambitious! But first come, first 

served, he can’t possibly snatch master’s opportunity!” 

“Rob? Ha, you’ve underestimated him!” 

Immortal Yu Ding smiled bitterly and said,”if it’s just a robbery, I’ll give it to him!” However, there was a 

high chance that he would kill them after robbing them! At that time, you and I, master and disciple, will 

definitely die without a burial place!” 



 No… I don’t think so …  Yang Jian frowned. 

“You don’t understand Guangchengzi at all!” 

Immortal Yuding said, ” he used to look like a modest gentleman. However, as the immeasurable 

cultivation tribulation is getting closer and closer, his true face has gradually been revealed!  He wanted 

to become stronger! He wanted to live! They wanted to gain the greatest benefits from the cataclysm! 

For this, he will do anything and kill ruthlessly!” 

When Yang Shu heard this, she immediately retorted,”that’s true!” We need to become stronger! 

Otherwise, he would be like a fish on the chopping board at all times! If he didn’t die this time, what 

about the next time? What about the next time? Will Guangchengzi never have any ideas about us?” 

 this …  immortal Yu Ding was speechless. 

Obviously, Yang Jian was right. Guangchengzi was as greedy as a hungry tiger! When he was truly 

bloodthirsty, even if you didn’t provoke him, he would still take your life, snatch your resources, and let 

you die without a burial place! 

Facing such a person, the only way to protect himself was … 

It was to become stronger! 

Yang Jian struck while the iron was hot and said,”master, please lend me the God-slaying sword!” Give 

me an hour. If we can’t find any clues, it won’t be too late for us to go back!” 
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 “Well, since you’re so persistent, I’ll let you try …” 

Immortal Yuding also thought that Yang Jian’s words made sense. Moreover, this old man had an easy-

going temperament, so he really took out the God-slaying sword and handed it to Yang Jian. 

“Master! I’m sorry!” 

Yang Jian took the sword and put it away in his Meru space. 

After the two spaces were separated, the spiritual connection between immortal Yuding and the God-

Slayer Sword was temporarily cut off. 

 you … What do you mean by this?!  Immortal Yuding was shocked. 

“Master!” Yang Xiao quickly explained. I’ve already formed an alliance with Chen Xiaobei from the tribe 

of severity. He’s about to attack Guangchengzi and the Western religious sect. I’m afraid that you’ll be 

implicated, so I’ll have to seal you up for now!” 

“Nonsense!” 

Immortal Yu Ding was furious and scolded, ” “You traitorous disciple! How dare they form an alliance 

with Chen Xiaobei? Besides, isn’t he already dead?” 

“No! Bro bei isn’t dead!” 
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“Not only did he not die, he even defeated mo Luo Wutian, captured demon master kun Peng alive, 

killed ancestor Red Cloud with his wisdom, and captured the gods of the heavenly court alive!” Yang Jian 

said solemnly. All of this was done by him!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  Immortal Yu Ding was even more shocked and couldn’t believe his ears. 

“Bro bei has done many more amazing things! I won’t mention anything else, I’ll only mention one!” 

Yang Jian nodded and said seriously,”Bro bei has already obtained the blood essence of the ancestral 

Saint Pangu and inherited his bloodline and will! The secret of the heavenly Dao was about to be 

revealed by bro bei! The world is going to change completely!” 

 No… Impossible … This is absolutely impossible …  immortal Yu Ding was so shocked that his face 

changed. He kept shaking his head with a dull look in his eyes, as if he had been greatly stimulated 

mentally. 

Obviously, for those who didn’t know the secret of the great Dao of nature, Pan Gu was the God of 

creation, and his body had become everything! 

The Three Pure Ones, Emperor Jun, the twelve ancestors of sorcery, goddess nvywa, Fuxi, and so on … 

Were all born from Pangu’s qi and blood essence or some other important things! 

For this reason, although the heavenly Dao was Pangu’s enemy, it had never denied Pangu’s status as 

the ancestral Saint! 

Otherwise, the entire world would become the enemy of the heavenly Dao! 

Immortal Yuding’s reaction was strange. He kept shaking his head and mumbling ‘impossible’ as if he 

knew about the secret of the heavenly axiom. He just could not believe that Chen Xiaobei knew about it 

too! 

“Master … Do you also know something?” Yang Jian was very smart and immediately saw that 

something was wrong. 

“No! I don’t know! I don’t know anything about it!” Immortal Yuding shook his head repeatedly. His eyes 

and heart were filled with uncontrollable fear. 

“Master! If you don’t want to admit it, I don’t want to force you!” 

 but, what I want to say is, can you also form an alliance with bro bei? ” Yang Shu continued. In that 

case, he wouldn’t have to lock you up!” 

“No! I will never betray chanism!” 

Immortal Yuding said firmly, ” “Chen Xiaobei is my enemy! No matter what you say, I will not form an 

alliance with him! There was more! You must also immediately terminate the Alliance agreement with 

him and cut off all ties with him!” 

“Why?” Yang Shu frowned.  Sifu, you obviously know some inside information. You should know that 

bro bei is doing the right thing!  It’s the true will of the Holy ancestor!” 

“I know!” 



“But I also know that Chen Xiaobei can’t win!” Perfected Yu Ding said. If we form an alliance with him, 

we’ll only be led to eternal damnation by him! Your master doesn’t want to see you throw away your 

life in vain!” 

Yang Jian was helpless. He knew immortal Yu Ding’s temper and knew that he wouldn’t be persuaded 

easily. 

 alright!  Yang Jian calmed himself down and said, ” since master has already made up his mind, then I 

can only ask bro bei to Seal Master first. When the matter in the Hong Meng Demon Realm is settled, 

then I will let master out!  

“Seal me?” 

Immortal Yuding’s expression changed slightly, and his eyes revealed a hint of arrogance.  “Do you think 

that Chen Xiaobei can seal me just because you took the God-slaying sword? How naive! In terms of 

strength, I’m not afraid of even 10000 Chen xiaobeis!” 

“Master! You’re underestimating bro bei!”  bro bei!  Yang Jian said in a deep voice, ” bro bei is now 

invincible under the true divine realm. It’ll be easy for him to catch master!  

“Hmph! You’re more likely to lie to a three-year-old child with this kind of nonsense!” 

Immortal Yu Ding frowned and shouted angrily, ” “This old man will capture you first! So that you won’t 

be harmed by Chen Xiaobei again!” 

It had to be said that immortal Yuding was really stubborn. Even if he knew the truth, he still wouldn’t 

betray the clan of enlightenment. 

Of course, immortal Yuding was not a pedantic person. The reason why he did not betray them was not 

because he was blindly loyal, but because he was worried that betraying them would bring about a 

disaster! 

At the same time, immortal Yu Ding was a very loyal person. Even though Yang Jian had betrayed him, 

he still wanted to capture Yang Jian and protect him! 

Yang Jian would only be loyal to immortal Yu Ding if he exchanged his sincerity for his sincerity! 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as he said that, immortal Yuding’s body exploded with a Jade-like primordial chaos holy light. It 

was extremely brilliant and dazzling. 

This was the cultivation of a peak pre-Saint, which was enough for immortal Yu Ding to crush most of his 

opponents. 

Yang Jian couldn’t control the God-slaying sword, so he couldn’t escape from immortal Yu Ding’s hands. 

According to their original plan, Chen Xiaobei should have come out by now! 

However, Yang Jian would never have dreamed that the person who had been waiting for him would be 

someone else! 



“Gululu … Gululu …” 

There was a strange movement. Mo yuanze’s Black quagmire was like boiling water, crazily rolling 

bubbles. After bursting, it burst out a dark Yin Qi! 

Chen Xiaobei knew that mo yuanze was not a simple man. 

At this moment, it really came true. 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, a huge chasm split open in the center of the swamp. The ink-like mud flowed down like two 

black waterfalls. 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

The next moment, dozens of figures flew out of the chasm. 

Judging from the speed of these figures, they were all pre-Saints, and the two most powerful ones were 

even at the peak of the pre-Saint realm. 

What was even more incredible was that Yang Jian and immortal Yuding knew one of the two peak-level 

sages-to-be. 

“Afraid of leaving behind! grandson? You … Why are you here!” 

Immortal Yuding was taken aback. He immediately fixed his eyes on a middle-aged man in a yellow 

Daoist robe. 

That’s right! 

He was also one of the twelve golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment, the master of tu xingsun, 

ju liusun! 

Beside ju liusun was another peak-stage Sage-to-be. He had the body of a human and the wings of an 

eagle. He was surrounded by purple lightning and had a threatening demonic Qi! 

The dozens of sages-to-be behind him were all demons! 
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Obviously, immortal Yuding didn’t know that he was afraid of liusun, that he had betrayed the clan of 

enlightenment in private, and that he had formed an alliance with a mysterious monster. 

At this moment, mo yuanze was one of their secret strongholds. 

“You don’t need to know why I’m here!” 

“However, I’ve heard every single word that you two said just now!” Ju liusun narrowed his eyes and 

sneered. 

“So what if I heard it? I will never betray the clan of enlightenment!”  as for yang Kuai, he was just 

bewitched by Chen Xiaobei. I’ll bring him back to punish him!  perfected Yu Ding said. 
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“Is that so?” 

 but … What I heard was that you and yang Kuai were the ones who wanted to betray chanism and form 

an alliance with Chen Xiaobei!  ju liusun grinned. 

“I’m afraid of leaving behind my grandson!” Yang Jian shouted angrily. You’re talking without thinking! 

Are you trying to slander my master?” 

“Slander?” 

“I’m telling the truth!” Ju liusun coldly replied. There are so many people here, all of them can be my 

witnesses! If worse comes to worst, we can go back together and confront the heavenly Lord Yuanshi 

face to face!” 

 you …  Yang Jian was speechless. 

The heavenly Lord of the origin hated Chen Xiaobei to the core. He was extremely sensitive to anything 

that had to do with Chen Xiaobei. 

To Chen Xiaobei’s allies, the primeval Lord of heaven would rather kill the wrong person than let them 

go. 

Therefore, if this matter was brought to the attention of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi, ju liusun could still 

kill immortal Yu Ding and Yang Jian even if he was slandering them. 

At this point, Yang Jian did not know how to end this. 

However, at this moment, immortal Yu Ding stepped forward and said, ” “Erlang! You can withdraw! 

Everything here will be borne by your master!” 

“Master …” 

Yang Jian’s body and mind trembled, and he became nervous. He hurriedly shook his head and 

said,”This matter was caused by me, it has nothing to do with you, master! You are loyal to the clan of 

enlightenment. If you leave now, you can still prove your innocence! Don’t mind me!” 

“Hehe, what a deep master-disciple relationship!” 

“Don’t be so modest! Since I’ve already revealed myself, neither of you can escape!” Ju liusun laughed 

hideously. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Then, the dozens of pre-Saints of the monster race flew away and surrounded Yang Jian and immortal 

Yu Ding. 

The cultivation of these pre-Saints ranged from one star to eight star. 

In terms of individual strength, they were not as good as immortal Yu Ding. However, the positions they 

surrounded were connected to each other and could form a special battle formation. With their 

combined strength, they could definitely suppress immortal Yu Ding. 



Moreover, in addition to these dozens of demonic sages-to-be, there was also ju liusun, who was also 

one of the 12 golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment! 

The current situation was not good for Yang Jian and immortal Yu Ding. 

“Erlang! Hand over the sword!” 

Immortal Yu Ding’s eyes focused, and his entire aura changed instantly! 

The old man who had been calm and collected earlier was instantly filled with battle intent! Under the 

Jade-like primordial chaos Holy splendor, his hair and beard flew in the wind, and his white robe 

fluttered. His entire aura was extraordinary! 

“Master! Please don’t attack!” 

However, Yang Jian refused to hand over the sword and tried to persuade him,”If you leave now and 

don’t care about me, that will be enough to prove your innocence! However, if you were to make a 

move now, you would not be able to clear your name even if you jumped into the river!” 

Obviously, immortal Yu Ding wanted to protect Yang Jian, and Yang Jian also hoped that immortal Yu 

Ding could escape unscathed. 

However, it was clear that this was not a feasible option. 

That was because ju liusun had no intention of letting them go! 

Even if immortal Yu Ding left now, ju liusun would still throw mud at him. 

The heavenly Lord of the origin was suspicious. Even if immortal Yu Ding was not dirty, he would still be 

suspected. At that time, he would still die if he could not explain himself. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was already involved in this. 

If things went wrong, even if the primeval Lord of heaven did not blame immortal Yu Ding, the Dao 

ancestor and the way of heaven would ask about it. 

Because of this, immortal Yu Ding knew that he couldn’t explain himself. Only by killing everyone at the 

scene could he ensure his and Yang Jian’s safety! 

However, Yang Jian’s brief hesitation had caused him to miss the best opportunity! 

“Demon venerable! Don’t wait for Yuding to draw her sword! We’ll exterminate them now!” 

Ju liusun immediately shouted. 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

Then, dozens of demonic sages-to-be gathered and formed a powerful battle formation! 

From the energy fluctuations, this battle formation was probably at the peak quasi-Sage level. 

The nine-colored holy light suddenly exploded and covered the entire space! The blue sky and the Black 

Lake were all illuminated and dazzled with dazzling brilliance. 



Then, nine-colored lightning burst out! They interweaved and covered Yang Jian and immortal Yuding 

like an inescapable net! 

“Shit …” 

The nine-colored Holy lightning struck down at an unbelievable speed! 

In fact, just as Yang Jian had this thought, he saw those Holy lightning bolts appear in front of him! It was 

too late to take the sword! 

“Behind me!” 

However, immortal Yuding was a peak-stage Sage-to-be after all. His reaction and speed were many 

times better than Yang Jian’s. 

He pulled Yang Jian behind him, then raised his other hand and released the most powerful celestial 

core power he could. 

“Whoosh …” 

The Jade-like mixed-essence divine light turned into a huge white jade cauldron in front of him, trying to 

block the nine-colored sacred lightning. 

Judging from the energy fluctuations, immortal Yu Ding indeed had the strength! 

However, at this moment, ju liusun suddenly made a killing move! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

With a series of explosions, ju liusun’s celestial core power and yellow primordial chaos Divine light 

condensed into a huge mountain that covered the sky and crushed down after the nine-colored Holy 

lightning! 

Immortal Yuding could block the nine-colored Holy lightning, but it was only a draw. 

If ju liusun’s strength was added to the mix, immortal Yuding would be at a disadvantage even if he 

managed to block it. He would be injured at the very least and at the very worst, he would be defeated. 

At that moment, Yang Jian felt a little regretful. 

If he had known that ju liusun would be so ruthless, he would have returned the God-slaying sword to 

his master at the first moment. 

If he was half a step too late now, it might lead to his master being defeated by the enemy. All the sins 

would be attributed to him. 

At the thought of this, Yang Jian’s heart was filled with despair! Regret! He was extremely aggrieved! 

If he were to die Here today, he would not be able to rest in peace! 

“Whoosh …” 

However, at this moment, a purple-gold holy light suddenly exploded! 



His speed was faster than anyone else present! Furthermore, it was tens of millions of times faster! 

The moment Yang Jian had this thought, his three eyes couldn’t see clearly. He only felt a purple-gold 

extreme shadow flash past! 

“Woof!” 

In the next moment, the purple-gold extreme shadow pushed upward, and the nine-colored Holy 

lightning and the Yellow Mountain that covered the sky suddenly collapsed as if they were made of 

paper. They were pitifully fragile! 

“Pfft … Pfft … Pfft …” 

Then, four beams of holy light that looked like giant wings burst out of the purple-gold shadow and 

rotated. 

The dozens of pre-Saints of the demon race didn’t even have time to react before they were hit by the 

huge force. Their strong bodies exploded into blood mist instantly! 

As for the peak quasi-Saint battle formation, it couldn’t resist at all. It was broken in an instant, as if it 

had never appeared. 

 who … Who … Who are you??? ” 

In the end, ju liusun was the only one left. When he saw the scene in front of him, he was so frightened 

that his pupils constricted and he screamed. He almost peed on the spot. 
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The purple-gold shadow easily destroyed the battle formation formed by dozens of Sage-to-be demons. 

Its power was many times stronger than a peak-level Sage-to-be! 

 half … Half-step true sage!!!  

For a moment, ju liusun was not the only one who was shocked. Even immortal Yu Ding was shocked. 

His pupils contracted uncontrollably, and his expression changed drastically. He could not remain calm 

at all. 

“Bro bei! Bro bei is here!” 

Yang Jian immediately became excited and hurriedly said, ” “Master! Look! I’ve told you, bro bei’s 

strength is extraordinary! Now he was here! The situation will be firmly under our control! Ju liusun is 

dead!” 

“H-how is this possible? How could Chen Xiaobei have such power?” 

Immortal Yu Ding was shocked, and even ju liusun, who was standing far away, was in disbelief. 

In their minds, Chen Xiaobei was still very, very weak. He should not even be allowed to live in this 

world. 

“Woof!” 
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However, when the purple-gold shadow reached ju liusun, he finally saw Chen Xiaobei’s face! No matter 

how unbelievable it was, he had to believe it! 

Chen Xiaobei did not use any complicated moves or fancy Dharma power. It was just a simple and direct 

attack! 

With the support of an immense power, five purple-gold claws suddenly burst out like five golden blades 

and slashed ju liusun’s body. 

The absolute suppression of power brought about an unsuspecting result. 

Ju liusun’s physical body and dharma body were directly shattered and destroyed on the spot. His 

essence spirit was also severely injured, completely losing the ability to fight and escape. 

Chen Xiaobei had deliberately suppressed his power to leave ju liusun’s primordial spirit behind. 

Otherwise, he would have been killed and disappeared from the three worlds and six paths. He would 

not even have the chance to be reincarnated! 

“Spare me … Spare me …” 

Ju liusun let out a blood-curdling screech as his primordial spirit trembled in fear. He knew very well that 

there was no way he could escape from Chen Xiaobei’s grasp. Other than begging for mercy, there was 

nothing he could do! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his hand and ju liusun’s primordial spirit was swept over by a wave of celestial core 

power. 

“Don’t worry! I still have many things to ask you! Therefore, I won’t kill you for the time being!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and threatened, ” “However, you’d better think through everything 

clearly. When I ask you, it will reflect your value! Otherwise, I’ll definitely crush you to death like an 

ant!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei temporarily locked ju liusun’s injured primordial spirit into the Meru space. 

He had also dispelled the special ability of the nine transformations of the demon saint. 

Ten seconds would cost him another 10 billion years of his lifespan. That was why Chen Xiaobei had to 

end the battle as soon as possible. 

“Bro bei!” 

Yang Shu immediately flew over excitedly.  “Fortunately, you arrived in time. Otherwise, master and I 

would have been in danger!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded, then looked to the other side and said, ” “Greetings, immortal Yu Ding!” 

Immortal Yuding’s expression was a little unnatural, and his eyes were very complicated. After hesitating 

for a while, he said, ” “Thank you for saving my life …” He said. 



 don’t worry about it, perfected Yu Ding! I’ve already formed an alliance with yang Kuai. It’s my duty to 

protect you!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“But, this old master has not formed an alliance with you!” “Aren’t you afraid that you’ve saved an 

enemy?” immortal Yu Ding asked seriously. 

“I’m not afraid!” 

 I’m sorry!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” I was already there just now. I heard the threat of leaving a grandson 

behind!  The reason why I hid and didn’t come out was to let immortal Yu Ding recognize the reality! 

Recognize who the enemy is! Who are the Allies?” 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had arrived at mo yuanze ahead of time. If he wanted to stop ju liusun, he could 

have done it a long time ago. 

However, the reason why Chen Xiaobei waited until the most dangerous moment to make a move was 

to let perfected Yu Ding know that it was more dangerous to stay in the clan of enlightenment. Allying 

with Chen Xiaobei might give them a chance of survival. 

Obviously, immortal Yuding had already thought about this problem when he decided to fight ju liusun. 

He had even made the decision to die with Yang Jian! 

Therefore, at this moment, immortal Yu Ding’s entanglement and hesitation were quickly dispelled. He 

said solemnly, ” 

 the moment of life and death just now has made me understand that it’s not a long-term plan to submit 

to the clan of enlightenment!  

Immortal Yu Ding said,”even if Erlang and I are loyal, we will still be suspicious and framed in the end!” If 

he wanted to seek a chance of survival, he had to change his thinking! I can’t just walk this path to the 

end!” 

“Yang Jian, return the God-slaying sword to immortal Yu Ding!” “From now on, we’re on the same side!” 

Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

“Alright!” 

Hearing this, Yang Shu naturally smiled and was in a good mood.”Bro bei, you’re so smart! A few 

minutes later changed master’s mind. Now, there’s no need to Seal Master!” 

Chen Xiaobei was also in a good mood. He nodded and said, ” “Of course! It’s like adding wings to a 

Tiger if I can get immortal Yu Ding’s help! It’s much better than sealing him up!” 

This was the best outcome for both Chen Xiaobei and immortal Yuding. 

They didn’t need to fight anymore, and immortal Yu Ding didn’t need to be sealed! He could be Chen 

Xiaobei’s hidden chess piece on the surface, and would be of great help in critical moments! 

 by the way, master, ” Yang Jian said.  when I mentioned that bro bei had inherited Pangu’s blood 

essence and the ancestral Sage’s will, your reaction was a little weird. Do you know any secrets? ” 



Immortal Yuding nodded.  yes, I know a little secret. But this is not the place to talk. Let’s talk 

somewhere else!  

Indeed, a huge battle had just broken out here. Although it had ended quickly, it still attracted the 

attention of others. 

Therefore, the three of them quickly left and went to a safe place before stopping. 

Chen Xiaobei and yang Kuai were all ears, waiting for immortal Yu Ding to tell them all the secrets he 

knew. 

“It’s like this …” 

 yes!  immortal Yuding said, ” I once obtained a fragment of the Pangu axe by chance!  

As he spoke, immortal Yu Ding took out the fragment. 

“It’s true!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  furthermore, this fragment is even bigger than the one I obtained before. It 

also contains the aura of the ancestral Saint!  

“Right! There’s indeed a special holy ancestor’s aura hidden within …” 

“And the secret I discovered was transmitted through this aura!” Immortal Yu Ding said. 
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Under Chen Xiaobei and yang Kuai’s curious gaze, Yu Ding began to tell them about the secret he had 

discovered. 

 there’s a special aura in the fragment of the Pangu axe I found. After communicating with it, I can sense 

the will of the ancestral Saint Pangu!  

“This ancestral Sage’s will shows me the heavenly Dao’s behavior of imprisoning all living beings and 

eating them! It has also inspired me to be the enemy of the heavenly Dao and to fight for the freedom 

of the common people!” 

“At that time, I didn’t have the courage. I always believed that the heavenly Dao was undefeatable! 

Therefore, I didn’t respond to the will of the ancestral Saint Pangu and completely sealed the fragment!” 

Immortal Yuding paused, then handed the fragment to Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “You’ve already started 

doing things that I don’t have the courage to do! This fragment has finally found its true owner!” 

Immortal Yuding did not dare to go against the heavenly axiom, but Chen Xiaobei did. Not only did he 

dare to, but he had already started to do it! 

Therefore, he decided to give the fragment of the Pangu axe to Chen Xiaobei. 

He wanted Chen Xiaobei to respond to the ancestral saint’s will. 
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Once they responded to the will of the heavenly Dao, they would be recognized by the ancestral Saint. 

More or less, they would be able to obtain a good opportunity. 

Of course, one had to bear the responsibility after receiving the opportunity. 

Immortal Yuding did not dare to go against the heavenly path and knew that he could not bear the huge 

responsibility. Therefore, he did not respond to the will of the ancestral Saint and sealed the fragment 

directly. 

“If that’s the case, then I’ll accept your invitation!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not pretentious at all. He knew that he was the most suitable person to do this. There 

was no need to be hypocritical and polite. 

“Whoosh …” 

After receiving the fragment of the Pangu axe, Chen Xiaobei immediately began to communicate with it. 

Indeed, it was just as immortal Yu Ding had said. The Shard emitted the will of the ancestral Saint Pangu. 

This will was similar to the one Chen Xiaobei felt when he received the ancestral saint’s legacy. 

It first brought Chen Xiaobei into an illusion, allowing him to see what Pangu had seen in the past. 

After that, it was a test of Chen Xiaobei’s heart. He wanted to see if Chen Xiaobei dared to go against the 

heavenly axiom. 

It was at this moment that immortal Yu Ding stopped. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already made up his mind to overthrow the heavenly axiom. This test was 

not a challenge at all. 

Chen Xiaobei was determined to overthrow the heavenly axiom, and he was acknowledged by the 

ancestral saint’s will in the fragment. 

“Whoosh …” 

Just as he had expected, he had passed the test and received the approval. The will of the ancestral 

Saint Pangu immediately gave Chen Xiaobei a special guide! 

 the heavenly Saint realm!!!  

Chen Xiaobei immediately understood the message and said, ” “Above the heaven realm’s 36 levels of 

heaven, there’s another heavenly Saint realm! Back then, the ancestral Saint Pangu went to the 

heavenly Saint realm through the chaotic Green Lotus. He cultivated there and obtained a lot of 

opportunities!” 

“The will of the ancestral Saint Pangu in this fragment records the way to the otherworldly Saint realm! 

Once my heaven-destroying Purple Lotus blooms, I can use it to go to the Saint realm that is above the 

heaven realm!” 

“Furthermore, as long as I have this fragment, I can open a relic left behind by the ancestral Saint Pangu 

in the otherworldly Saint realm! There were many resources and important things inside! Back then, the 



ancestral Saint Pangu thought that he might die in battle, so he left behind that ruin so that his 

descendants could learn more about it, and even follow in his footsteps to quickly become stronger!” 

 no wonder the ancestral saint’s will in this fragment wanted to test if a person had the courage to go 

against the heavenly axiom! If you don’t even have the courage, there’s no point in inheriting the ruins!” 

“What’s the howlsky Purple Lotus?” Immortal Yu Ding said doubtfully. 

 that’s the divine Lotus that my Green Lotus seed of chaos is about to give birth to!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Since the heaven-killing Purple Lotus can help you reach the otherworldly Saint land, do the other Saint 

lotuses have the same effect?” immortal Yu Ding asked after some thought. 

Obviously, the earliest Green Lotus of chaos had left behind five lotus seeds, and four divine lotuses 

were born first. 

The Black Lotus of destructions from the demonic realm! The red karmic fire Lotus of the netherworld! 

The Golden Lotus of merit from the Buddhist realm! The green Lotus of reincarnation of the heavenly 

realm! 

If the heaven punishing Purple Lotus had the ability to ascend to the Saint realm beyond the heavens, 

then the other four Saint lotuses might have the same effect! 

“It’s indeed possible!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” the five divine lotuses after the green Lotus of chaos all have their 

own functions! According to ancestral Saint Pangu, he probably wanted to choose five successors and 

send them to the otherworldly Saint realm. This way, their chances of winning against the heavenly Dao 

would greatly increase! This is also a backup plan he left behind after he predicted that he might die in 

battle!” 

 that’s great!  Yang Xiao said excitedly.  if that’s the case, then bro bei can go find other divine lotuses 

and go directly to the heavenly Saint realm! There’s no need to wait for the heaven punishing Purple 

Lotus!” 

“No rush!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I have more important things to do than going to the heavenly Saint 

land. I need to protect my Sifu and lady Nuwa! They were still under the control of the heavenly Dao! I 

have to save them. Otherwise, I’m not going anywhere!” 

“Moreover, with my current cultivation, I’m afraid I won’t be able to do much in the heavenly Saint 

realm! Therefore, in addition to saving my master and mother Nuwa, I also need to get the bell of chaos, 

gather the twelve ancestors of sorcery’s corpses, and become a saint with my strength. Only then will I 

be qualified to enter the heavenly Saint realm!” 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei was very calm. He knew what he had to do, and he knew where he stood. 

Even if he knew about the existence of the heavenly Saint realm, he still needed to think about it 

carefully. After all, that place was not heaven! Accompanying the large number of opportunities was an 

even greater tribulation! 



Without the strength to pass the transcending Sage Great Tribulation, one should not think about the 

opportunity to surpass the sage level! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei kept the broken piece of the Pangu axe. 

Then, he released ju liusun’s primordial spirit. 

 spare me … Please spare me, God Chen …  ju liusun was already scared out of his wits. He was wailing in 

pain and no longer had the demeanor of an expert. 

“Shut your stinky mouth! I don’t want to hear any nonsense!” “If you want to live, then tell me 

something valuable!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 yes, yes, yes …  ju liusun nodded frantically and said, ” “Please ask! As long as it’s something you want 

to know, I’ll definitely tell you everything I know!” 

 who is the mastermind behind your Alliance? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 
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it’s the nine-colored Qilin of the demon race!  

Ju liusun was already scared out of his wits. He had always cherished his life and was very afraid of 

death. So, he answered Chen Xiaobei’s question without hesitation. 

His answer matched what Chen Xiaobei had learned earlier! 

The nine-colored Qilin had also set his eyes on the eastern Emperor Bell and had also come to the Hong 

Meng Demon Realm. 

However, the nine-colored Kirin was very scheming and had always been hiding in the dark. It didn’t 

search the mountain openly like the clan of enlightenment and the Western religious sect. 

“What’s the nine-colored Qilin’s plan?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Ju liusun composed himself and quickly said,”The nine-colored Qilin has calculated that there will be a 

great battle between the clan of enlightenment and the Western religious sect when they fight for the 

eastern Emperor Bell! His plan is to hide in the dark and come out when the clan of enlightenment and 

the Western religious sect are both injured to take the eastern Emperor Bell!” 

“Be specific!” 

 I don’t believe it!  Chen Xiaobei said.  even a fool can think of such a simple fight. I don’t believe that the 

nine-colored Kirin will wait for me like an idiot!  

 also, as far as I know, the nine-colored Kirin doesn’t have a Saint weapon, ” immortal Yuding added.  

even if he waits until the time when the Sandpiper and clam fight, he can’t get the eastern Emperor Bell 

without some other trump cards!  

Chen Xiaobei was so smart that he would not be fooled by a few words. 

Moreover, immortal Yu Ding was watching over him, so ju liusun would be exposed if he lied. 
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“Uh …” 

Ju liusun paused for a moment and said awkwardly,”the nine-colored Kirin has found a broken 

formation left behind by the ancient demon race’s heavenly court!” The nine-colored Kirin is a member 

of the demon race’s heavenly court, so he has a way to repair the formation!” 

“Are you talking about the great heavenly cycle star formation?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 that’s right … God Chen, you’re so powerful and omniscient …  ju liusun quickly flattered, ” “It’s the 

great heavenly cycle star formation!” 

“Don’t talk about those useless things!” 

Chen Xiaobei asked seriously, ” “How far has the nine-colored Qilin recovered? Can we really use this 

formation in the short term?” 

Ju liusun quickly answered, ” the nine-colored Qilin has been setting up this formation for a long time. 

He has invested a huge amount of resources, time, and energy into it. He has basically repaired the 

formation. When the clan of enlightenment and the Western religious sect start fighting, the nine-

colored Qilin can activate the formation at any time and wipe out everyone!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face was expressionless, but he almost burst out laughing in his heart. 

He and Taiyi had been worried that it would be difficult to repair the great heavenly cycle star 

formation. They had not expected that the nine-colored Qilin had already repaired it. 

This was a great help! 

“How powerful will the formation be after it’s activated?” Chen Xiaobei asked again. 

“Currently, the power of a two-star true sage can be unleashed once the heavenly cycle star formation is 

activated!” 

“At this level of power, it can only fight to a draw with the two-star Saint weapons in the hands of 

Guangchengzi and Maitreya Buddha. Therefore, the nine-colored Qilin will only make a move after they 

fight!” Ju liusun said. 

“Only two-star?” Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

“Yes …” 

Ju liusun said awkwardly, ” the heavenly cycle star formation is very powerful. However, the river 

diagram of the book of Luo, which is used to suppress the core of the formation, is in the hands of the 

immortal Zhenyuan. The nine-colored Qilin can’t get it. Otherwise, if the river diagram of the book of 

Luo could be summoned, the power of the formation could reach the level of a seven-star true sage!  

Sweep across the Hong Meng Demon Realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s smile widened. 

What the outsiders did not know was that Grand deity Zhen Yuan’s River Map of the Luo River had long 

been taken away by Grandmaster Red Cloud, and that Grandmaster Red Cloud had been killed by Chen 

Xiaobei’s scheme. 



Now, the map of the river and book of Luo was in Chen Xiaobei’s hands, and Taoist Cundi’s Saint 

talisman had temporarily cut off the spiritual connection between the map and the immortal Zhenyuan. 

With that, the river map of the book of Luo was now ownerless and could be controlled by Chen Xiaobei. 

In other words, as long as Chen Xiaobei took control of the heavenly cycle star formation from the nine-

colored Kirin, he could use the river diagram of the book of Luo to suppress the core of the formation 

and unleash the power of a seven-star true Saint that could sweep across the entire Hong Meng demon 

world! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that the nine-colored Qilin had worked so hard to repair the 

formation, but it was all for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Come on! Take out your communication jade talisman and ask the nine-colored Kirin out for me!” Chen 

Xiaobei chuckled as he already had a solution in his mind. 

“My … My communication jade talisman is in the Meru space … It was scattered in mo Yuan ze during 

the battle just now … I’m afraid I can’t find it …” Ju liusun said with embarrassment. 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback and felt very embarrassed. 

In order to reduce his burning lifespan, Chen Xiaobei had used a lot of brutal force to destroy all his 

enemies ‘bodies. 

These enemies used the Meru space to store their resources, so Chen Xiaobei did not notice that the 

Meru space was scattered along with the bodies. 

Moreover, he was afraid of attracting attention, so he was in a hurry to leave and completely forgot to 

collect the Meru space. 

 bro bei, don’t worry. I’ll get heavenly roar to go and look for him!  Yang Jian stood out and contacted 

the celestial Hound with his communication jade talisman. 

The celestial Hound had been left in the base camp of the clan of enlightenment to monitor 

Guangchengzi. At this moment, after receiving Yang Jian’s message, he rushed directly to mo yuanze to 

find the enemy’s lost Meru space. 

Although the Meru space was small, the celestial Hound could smell ju liusun’s scent. As for the dozens 

of demon race Giants, as long as they had been in contact with ju liusun, the celestial Hound could also 

distinguish the subtle aura. It was not difficult to find their Meru space. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei, immortal Yuding, and Yang Jian returned to mo yuanze. 

That was the secret stronghold of the nine-colored Qilin’s side, so there would definitely be no problem 

in asking him to meet up with him. He could also meet up with the celestial Hound while he was at it. 

Everything was under Chen Xiaobei’s control. Even the actions of the enemy forces were all within Chen 

Xiaobei’s calculations. 



The celestial Hound successfully found the enemy’s Meru space. 

There were a large number of superior-grade spiritual jades, various Dharma Treasures, elixirs, and 

resources. They were all of high grade and in large quantities. 

However, to Chen Xiaobei, anything below Saint-tier was of little use. 

Apart from the spiritual Jade, the rest of the items in these dozens of Meru spaces were basically used 

for smelting. 

Of course, even though the spiritual jades were all superior-grade, they could only be used to activate 

the chaos Blood Sword a few times and were not very useful. 

The chaos Blood Sword had already reached the peak of the pre-Saint level. It was definitely not enough 

to deal with a true Saint, but it was more than enough to deal with an enemy like the nine-colored Qilin. 

 I’ve already contacted God Chen … The nine-colored Qilin said that he’ll be here in an hour!  

Ju liusun quickly followed Chen Xiaobei’s instructions and contacted the nine-colored Qilin. 

Everything was going smoothly. 


